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‘But we are also lucky enough to live in a time when more people than ever care
deeply about the natural world, understand that the forest is an ancient sacred
place, and want to do something to stop our suicidal pursuit of profit and
‘progress’.
Diana Beresford Kroeger
‘We created a society obsessed with food choices and ethics, while disconnecting
most people from the practical agricultural and ecological knowledge to make
those choices. Now people worry about what they should eat, but have largely
lost sight of how their local landscapes should be farmed, and what foodstuffs
they can produce sustainably. Most people are now largely illiterate when it
comes to agriculture and ecology. This is a cultural disaster, because the global
challenge of how we live sustainably on this planet is really a local challenge. ‘
English Pastoral, James Rebanks
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As part of the spatial prioritisation exercise the catchment partnership set out to present
information gathered through the catchment data/GIS process to local organisations, community
groups and farmers on a local sub catchment scale.
The covid-19 crisis meant that the partnership had to find alternative routes of engagement within
the local community
Two artists actively involved in the catchment partnership and the local community developed and
carried out community engagement to capture local Environmental Land Management priorities.
How can the local community be involved in developing spatial priorities?
Pre-covid methodology:
•
•

•
•

Develop a set of questions which people could easily understand and answer.
Identify knowledge gaps between different parts of the community, particularly farmers and
the urban population and address this through a range of strategies, most importantly, faceto-face conversations
Events that offer the opportunity for local people to meet farmers and land managers in the
area
Contact ‘hard to reach’ groups through face-to-face survey, existing networks and event.

However, most of the engagement took place through the covid-19 pandemic. The artists adapted
the process and focused on:
•
•
•

postcards with open questions were developed and distributed online
walks were undertaken to interview people in the trial area itself
a series of interviews were recorded and made into a short film.

The responses were collated and analysed alongside a reflection of the artists on the process of
engagement and their insights from work in the community extending beyond the trial.

What priorities do the local community feel are important?
Access to the countryside (which benefits mental and physical health with feelings of peace,
tranquillity and connection to nature), care for and desire for its protection were the most named
benefits gained from the countryside and priorities, noted by almost all respondents. (Access may
have been particularly important because the engagement took place during the Covid lockdown.)
Development, loss of biodiversity and climate change are seen as threats to the countryside.
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How can community involvement take place with the widest and most inclusive involvement?
Engagement should use a common language, be long-term and carried out through a trusted,
neutral partner. A person such as an artist, can play a crucial role in reflecting a wide range of views
without judging them and without a need for achieving institutional objectives.
Hard-to-contact groups need to be approached where they live and work, through existing networks
and events. You have to go to where people are, not expect them to come to you.

What scale does local community involvement need to take place at?
The local community exists at different spatial scales, and inclusive engagement needs to be able to
reflect all of these – from the catchment-scale of the catchment partnership, to the neighbourhood
of a local resident. Engagement should work simultaneously at multiple small scales and bring
together responses and wider activity in central, larger hubs (e.g. the local town) where a larger
community can be brought together to reflect on shared and conflicting views.

What are the barriers – particularly in understanding – that prevent local people from taking part
in the process?
•
•
•

Most people would not understand the ‘institutional’ terminology of Defra’s priorities.
The overwhelming majority of farmers asked did not understand the term ‘natural capital’
If we genuinely want to facilitate wide involvement in developing priorities for public goods
we need to ensure we use language and ideas everyone can relate to.

There is a lack of common understanding between farmers and wider community about what
farmers do and how land management shapes the countryside. Addressing this iteratively, through
community events linking local people with farmers and particularly the farming group would create
a better understanding of the public good provided by landowners and, also engender more respect
for the countryside itself (particularly when accessing the countryside).

How do you encourage the local community to collaborate with each other, with the catchment
partnership and with farmers?
Community engagement needs to be invested in long term. By understanding each other’s needs,
different parts of the community are better able to respond, adapt and recognise their own
responsibilities.
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INTRODUCTION
BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE TEST AND TRIAL
Cuckmere and Pevensey’s Environmental Land Management trial has three objectives:
Objective 1: Identify priorities for an Environmental Land Management Scheme in the catchment.
We will work collaboratively with local bodies, organisations and communities. The priorities will
attempt to join up natural capital, spatial planning and issues affecting local people and reflect the
aims of Defra’s 25 Year Plan.
Objective 2: We will identify and work with 20 local farmers to develop land management plans that
deliver ELM priorities. We will engage with farmers and farm advisors to devise holding plans which
record the potential of the farm business, how the farm could contribute to local priorities and how
they think this should be done. During this process we will seek the views of farmers and farm
advisors to understand the skills, knowledge and advice that is required to deliver ELMS.
Objective 3. We will consider how a locally led organisation, like a Catchment Partnership, could
deliver ELMS. We will ask farmers and farm advisors what their preferences are for delivery. We will
identify potential funding streams, for example water companies, charitable trusts, developer
contribution including net gain and district licensing, and investigate the potential for delivering this
funding coherently alongside or within ELMS.
THE CUCKMERE AND PEVENSEY LEVELS CATCHMENT PARTNERSHIP
The trial will be delivered by the Catchment Partnership. The Cuckmere and Pevensey Levels
Catchment Partnership is a strong collaborative group which has developed over five years.
Membership includes: local authorities, water companies, national agencies such as Environment
Agency and Natural England, the local Wildlife Trust, Rivers Trust and ornithological trust,
community groups, farmer groups, interest groups such as anglers and local artists. The group has
strong attendance at quarterly meetings. The test and trial proposal has been developed by the
partnership group.
http://www.cplcp.org.uk/
THE PROJECT AREA: CUCKMERE AND PEVENSEY CATCHMENT
The Cuckmere and Pevensey Levels catchment covers about 50,000 ha and covers land within
Wealden, Rother and Eastbourne districts. At the centre of the area is the Pevensey Levels Site of
Scientific Interest – one of the most significant wetland sites in the UK. Recent assessment of the
economic value of the area for the local community concluded that it delivers £17 million of benefit
to the local community through biodiversity, food production, recreation and protecting the main
road and train transport links from flood risk (Environment Agency and Natural England, 2014).
The catchment around the site provides water to the local community and also presents flood risk
and resilience opportunities – particularly in the face of climate change. Outside of the Pevensey
Levels SSSI there are also significant areas of important habitats including species rich grassland,
woodland, wet grassland and open water. 150,000 people live in the area and many more visit.
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Approximately 20,000 new houses are planned in the area – 11,000 in Wealden, 5000 in Eastbourne
and 3000 in Rother. All three Local Plans focus on sustainable water use and drainage, public access
to greenspace and linking up and enhancing existing areas of biodiversity.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND THEIR CONTEXT IN THE PROJECT
This report relates to work on our first objective aiming to identify priorities for an Environmental
Land Management Scheme in the catchment. Our trial’s approach to spatial prioritisation involved
collaboration on three levels:
•

•
•

At the Catchment Partnership Level - involving local authorities, statutory organisations,
charities, community groups and farmer group representatives. (For results, see Pevensey
and Cuckmere spatial prioritisation, GIS mapping and catchment walkovers.)
With farmers – who we surveyed. (For results, see Cuckmere and Pevensey Test and Trial
Farmer Survey Report)
The wider community. The subject of this report.

Wider
community

Catchment
Partnership

Farmers

The broad purpose of this element of the trial was to address how the local community could be
involved in spatial prioritisation and to discover what local people feel is important in their local
area. The local community is the most direct beneficiary of the ‘public money for public good’ which
could be offered by the Environmental Land Management Scheme. We wanted to understand what
expectations the local community had. Our specific questions were:
•
•
•
•

How can the local community be involved in developing spatial priorities for ELMS?
How can this process take place with the widest and most inclusive involvement?
What 25 year plan priorities do the local community feel are important?
What scale does local community involvement need to take place at?
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•
•

What are the barriers – in understanding and knowledge – that impede local people from
taking part in the process?
How do you encourage the local community to collaborate with each other, with the
catchment partnership and with farmers?

In November 2020, our Defra Policy officer asked us to also consider questions put forward in
Defra’s Monitoring and Evaluation Framework Research Questions and Suggested Indicators for
Tests and Trials (published Feb 2020) which we are happy to do. We have used the indicators table
(table 1.2 in the original document) and adapted it in table 1 below to be specifically relevant to this
research.

Table 1. Themes, research questions and indicators for this research
Them
e

Primary research
question

Suggested lines of inquiry

Example indicators (if
relevant)

How can the local community be
involved in developing spatial
priorities?
How have T&Ts defined
local priorities and with
whom?

Quantity and diversity of
How can this process take place
people involved.
with the widest and most inclusive
involvement?
Quality of the input offered

Spatial prioritisation

What priorities does the local
community feel are important?
How does the
prioritisation process
balance priorities at
different spatial scales?

In what way have
communities shared
knowledge and
undertaken joint capacity
building activities?

Identification of themes

What scale does local community
involvement need to take place
at?

What barriers – particularly in
understanding – impede local
people from taking part in the
process?
How do you encourage the local
community to collaborate with
each other, with the catchment
partnership and with farmers?

Did people understand and
respond to the questions
asked?

What shared knowledge
does the local community,
partnership and farmers
have and where does this
knowledge differ. How can
this be addressed?

METHODOLOGY
The Cuckmere and Pevensey Catchment Partnership includes two award-winning artists – Clare
Whistler and Charlotte Still – who regularly attend partnership meeting. They both live within the
Catchment, are well known to the local community and have a history of a variety of engagement
through their own workshops, exhibitions and classes.
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For the last 8 years they have run an annual week-long community involvement event reflecting
issues and action within the catchment. This work was a significant basis for the community
engagement. In 2019 this work was recognised with a national award from the Chartered Institute of
Water and Environmental Management1. More details of this work can be found here: Waterweek
(wordpress.com)
The partnership therefore engaged Clare and Charlotte to lead community engagement. Their brief
was to consult the local community on the local priorities for land management – using Defra’s 25
year plan as a basis:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clean air
Clean and plentiful water
Thriving plants and wildlife
Reducing harm from environmental hazards like flooding and pollution
Using resources more sustainably and efficiently
Enhancing beauty, heritage and engagement
Mitigating and adapting to climate change
Enhancing biosecurity, e.g. tackling invasive non-native species.

We asked them to apply their experience, skills and contacts to suggest a method which would
engage with a wide cross section of the community including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

older people;
young people;
families;
people with wide variety of educational attainment;
people from black, Asian and minority ethnic communities
disabled people; and people on low incomes
the travelling community (the catchment has one of the largest settled traveller
communities in the South East).

SPATIAL SCALE
The spatial scale had already been discussed by the project steering group (which includes Clare and
Charlotte). Advice given by the steering group suggested that the spatial scale need to relate to
people’s idea of ‘their patch’, so we focused on the area below – Hailsham town and the countryside
around it (see Figure 1 below).

1

Waterweek wins prestigious Award for innovative water-based project. - CIWEM
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Figure 1. Areas suggested for community engagement.

PRE-COVID ENGAGEMENT METHODOLOGY
The Catchment Partnership asked Clare and Charlotte to consider the brief and present potential
models of engagement. They identified three issues:
•

•

•

They felt that most people would not understand the ‘institutional’ terminology of Defra’s
priorities. They suggested that they develop a set of questions which people could easily
understand and answer.
Their previous work had identified a lack of common understanding between farmers and
the wider community about what farmers do and how land management shapes the
countryside.
Their experience was that contacting ‘hard to reach’ group would take a range of strategies
– attending events, going door-to-door and public events.

They suggested the following:
Developing simple questions to spark people’s thoughts in an easy-to-complete format.
•
•
•

What does the countryside give you?
What would you like the countryside to give you in the future, and how do you imagine that
could be achieved?
What do you give the countryside?
9

•

What do you do?

The word countryside was deliberately chosen to have a widest possible meaning and appeal
whereas terms like ‘land’ and ‘nature’ were seen as limiting.
They designed a range of postcards (Figures 2 and 3) which were printed and made available in a
digital format (ELMs Postcard – Waterweek (wordpress.com) which people could fill in on their
own or which would be filled in for them. These were to be handed out at public events, used to
capture face-to-face surveys and circulated to a wider audience online.

Figure 2. Example postcard – front and back.
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Figure 3. Digital postcard collation.

Aims of the pre-Covid engagement methodology:
1. Bridging the knowledge gap between farmers and the wider community
Clare and Charlotte suggested that they develop ‘vox pops’ – interviews which would be edited into
short films which could be viewed online, at events or shown to people on hand held devices like
phones during surveys.
2. Demonstrating that people’s opinions are heard and respected
Secondly they pointed out that many consultations processes ask questions but don’t demonstrate
that people are being heard or show that action is taken as a result of their input. They suggested
that at the end of the community engagement process everyone who had taken part should be
invited to a ‘harvest festival’ celebration which was planned for the Autumn. This celebration would
also offer the opportunity for local people to meet farmers and land managers in the area – the films
developed would be shown and maps and other work illustrating the priorities that people had
contributed.
3. Using a range of strategies to contact hard-to-reach groups
Clare and Charlotte had already developed a wide range of contacts and knowledge of the local
community. They suggested a range of methods for ensuring that the widest possible cross section
of the community could be involved which included
• Going door-to-door with ‘hard to reach’ communities, particularly the travelling community.
• Using existing contacts in youth social formal and informal groups.
• Visiting care homes and schools
• Attending community events and organised groups
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•

Surveying people in the town centre.

Lastly, a key focus was their Water Week Water Fair (see below) which would have been an
opportunity for members of the Catchment Partnership, including local farmers, to meet and be
questioned by the public. The fair would also showcase the short films mentioned above which
would act as a prompt and inspiration for people’s views.

Figure 4. Example of WaterWeek programme.
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Figure 5. Water Fair Flyer.
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POST-COVID ENGAGEMENT METHODOLOGY
Covid restrictions effectively came into place in early March and a national lockdown from the end of
March. Much of the planned activity could not be undertaken because it would have breached social
distancing rules. The project team asked Clare and Charlotte how this could be addressed. Their
experience, creativity and resilience was outstanding. The following work therefore took place
instead of the planned activities:
• The postcard was publicised through social media and email (sent to 150 contacts
individually and shared on community page on social media.
• Where possible, filming took place and these were developed into a short film.
• Clare and Charlotte undertook 15 walks on public footpaths around the pilot area covering
roughly 120 km and engaged, and where possible interviewed, people they met along the
way.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
ENGAGEMENT ANALYSIS
96 responses to the postcard were collected (40 online, 56 written), about 30 responses were as part
of the walks. A decision was made early in the process not to collect demographic, ethnicity and
social and economic data from participants unless offered because this would be intrusive. The
example of raw data in Appendix 4 reflect the diversity of those engaged.
30 interviews were recorded and collated into a short film (34 minutes). The individuals recorded
were mostly identified through existing networks, though some were interviewed as part of the
walks.
HOW CAN THE LOCAL COMMUNITY BE INVOLVED IN DEVELOPING SPATIAL PRIORITIES?
HOW CAN THIS PROCESS TAKE PLACE WITH THE WIDEST AND MOST INCLUSIVE
INVOLVEMENT?
The original pre-Covid plans for community engagement were practical, deliverable and innovative.
In contrast with typical organisational consultations they aimed to:
•

•
•
•
•

start where people were (in some cases by going to where people are physically) and
deliberately ensure that hard to reach parts of the community, who may not have digital
access or engage with formal organisational consultations, were contacted.
speak in a language that people could relate to
identify and bridge the gap of understanding between farmers/land managers and local
urban communities.
show that people’s opinions were heard and celebrate their contribution.
Lead an open conversation with a neutral platform being provided by artists not intent on
achieving institutional objectives.

In our case we started from a strong basis of local engagement, developed by Charlotte and Clare,
who had developed both a practice and contacts in the area through their award winning
Waterweek work over many years. The package of work they put together was relatively cost
effective with most of the costs being spent on engagement, not press or publicity. This process is
reflected in other creative approaches (listed in Appendix 2) and would be replicable in other areas
of the country.
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The post-covid process has, considering the limitations, been successful and created a strong basis
for work going forward. It has also allowed us to reflect on the process.
We asked Clare and Charlotte for their reflections on the process and their thoughts are below:
“From a community engagement point of view the benefit of using artists we hope has been shown
through our work. We were better able to access the community because of our work on WATERWEEK
which is a socially engaged grass roots project through which we have built relationships with local
farmers and many local water and land experts. Real engagement takes time. Time, humility and
listening are crucial factors. That we both have lived in the area for much of our lives means the depth
of our commitment to place is cemented and has developed over time.
Gathering this diversity of knowledge and curiosity takes time, persistence, and an ability to be in many
different situations and times. Being an artist means one can be almost an outsider, someone without
their own views to espouse but able to listen and think outside the box - this listening, this ‘overview’, is
particularly relevant to artists for whom curiosity pulls - the work to be made: a book of maps, an art
exhibition, a film of interviews with farmers and others may convey more to others than many other
things. This very different ‘making’ may cover and show diversity and beauty and lead to ideas of
difference and needs to be seen afresh and to be seen that there is more possibility for compromise
than thought because people’s views are shown non-judgementally.

The benefit (of our process) is that a diversity of people concerned with the landscape have their views
expressed - from children to the elderly, the expert to the beginner, to be able to see beyond one’s own
thinking and appreciate different views. We wanted to deal with everyone’s views- listening, giving
everyone a platform, having a non-judgmental ethos. We felt as artists a huge responsibility that we
were a conduit of all these views from local people. It has been a privilege to work in this way and to
feel how much it matters.
As far as I can see there are no drawbacks- the more connections made the more knowledge
exchanged the more education, the more questions asked and answered the more trust made
between all groups the more likely the outcomes can benefit everyone. This is entirely altruistic and
idealistic! But I have to say whether the interaction is collaborative in a deeply shared way or in a
‘clash’ way (where two things are brought together without knowing about each other) can both have
interesting outcomes. Calling myself a collaborative artist it does sound quite cosy, as if we can all
come together, listen to each other, then come to an agreement - this is one of a thousand outcomes
and it’s best to be prepared for them all, though venturing forth with optimism!”

WHAT SCALE DOES LOCAL COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT NEED TO TAKE PLACE AT?
The project is based at a catchment scale. However, we recognised that, if the local community were
going to be involved in spatial prioritisation in a meaningful way, an appropriate scale needed to be
adopted. ‘Sense of place’ is unlikely to be able to be defined by a specific area size, e.g. 10 km2. For
city dwellers it may encompass the whole city, for rural people it may include their town or village
and the surroundings.
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One of the challenges of ensuring wide involvement in spatial prioritisation is that different scales
work for different groups. The catchment partnership works on a much larger scale than local
community involvement or the farming group.
This could be overcome by having ‘hubs’ of community/farmer involvement based around farmer
groups and urban areas with the landscape-scale of the catchment partnership prioritisation sitting
above it. The process outlined by Clare and Charlotte could have been cost effectively done
simultaneously at 2 or 3 locations in the area at the same time with the major urban area acting as
the ‘hub’ for major activity.
WHAT ARE THE BARRIERS – IN UNDERSTANDING AND KNOWLEDGE – THAT IMPEDE
LOCAL PEOPLE FROM TAKING PART IN THE PROCESS?
HOW DO YOU ENCOURAGE THE LOCAL COMMUNITY TO COLLABORATE WITH EACH
OTHER, WITH THE CATCHMENT PARTNERSHIP AND WITH FARMERS?

Clare and Charlotte identified two key areas which prevent participation:.
1. Most people would not understand the ‘institutional’ terminology of Defra’s priorities.
2. There is a lack of common understanding between farmers and wider community about
what farmers do and how land management shapes the countryside.
To address the first barrier, the artists suggested that they develop a set of questions which people
could easily understand. The responses to the open questions on the postcard give an indication of
how well the community may be able to relate to different priorities in the 25 YEP. Beauty, clean air
and thriving wildlife are referenced easily but other themes, while important, may not be well
understood or reflected on a local level (e.g. biosecurity, adapting to climate change). Additionally,
the overwhelming majority of farmers asked did not understand the term ‘natural capital’. If we
genuinely want to facilitate wide involvement in developing priorities for public goods we need to
ensure we use language and ideas everyone can relate to, and for some priorities, additional
communication or education may be necessary to be truly inclusive and involve the community in
meaningful prioritisation.
To address the second barrier, the initial method would have gathered and reflected views from
farmers and the wider community in films shown in shared events to open a conversation between
these different, overlapping groups. By allowing individuals to express their ideas to a neutral,
interested listener (in this case the artist) and putting it in context with other members of the
community, a better understanding of the individual and collective role is created that could help
overcome initial conflicts of interest. An example is around the issue of access to land: The
community engagement took place during lockdown, when many people needed to exercise and
access their local area for their wellbeing and health. This was an issue for many farmers who had
farms around the urban fringe. However, work done earlier in the project – about access - found
that farmers had understood why people wanted to visit the countryside and were prepared to offer
access as part of ELMs (See our short report on this work). However, farmers felt that people also
needed to understand their responsibilities towards the countryside, ie litter, stock issues.
Additionally, farmers also felt that they wanted their work, and the impact it has on the countryside,
better understood. Addressing this iteratively, through community events linking local people with
farmers and particularly the farming group would create a better understanding of the public good
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provided by landowners and, also engender more respect for the countryside itself (particularly
when accessing the countryside) – see the recommendations under access.
A short film was developed as part of this process and has already been useful in several ways (not
least during Ministerial visits). See the short film developed here: Our Voice for the Countryside
https://vimeo.com/493138291/11bcbd6c99
To foster collaboration, the main recommendation is to enable this sort of collective reflection and
conversation to happen over a long period. By understanding each other’s needs, different parts of
the community are better able to respond, adapt and recognise their own responsibilities. This can
be facilitated by asking questions that prompt reflection, such as the question “what do you give the
countryside” that Clare and Charlotte proposed and that caused many people to reflect on their own
role and considering need for changed behaviours. This trial can really only be seen as a starting
point for this collaboration, and most headway is probably made by the existing WaterWeek
activities and ongoing support to the community to come together.
Clare and Charlotte’s reflections:
“Through filmed interviews with farmers we learnt about them as individuals, we would like to do
more and make short cameos to show to the wider community, to carry on with this work to develop a
body of work into a mobile exhibition that introduces the farmers in a human way and connects people
to their work as our food producers and land custodians.
We hope that this work and any future events we create will be the start of a better understanding of
farmers and their work and vice versa. That a better relationship will be forged in this area between
the local community and their farmers, the custodians of the countryside they love and frequent.
We are seeing already that Steve Hook for instance, who farms in close proximity to Hailsham, has
formed close and personal links to his customers near and far and is forging ahead with ideas to
connect more with the local community. This would not be right for many farmers, but he is in a
position that has had to deal with the interface between countryside and urban and is trying to make
the most of it. The work of near-urban farmers bears a different load in terms of access, they could
achieve more in terms of farm/countryside education if this were recognised, appreciated and
compensated for.
We also met Steve Wennington of Hailsham Active (https://hailshamactive.org) who is keen to forge
links with the countryside aspect of local fitness, he is now talking to Steve Hook and the town council.
It takes work, time, motivation to change relationships and recognition of mutual interest. In the end the
interaction with one human to another can bring the best results so…CONVERSATION …is the key to
encouraging collaboration between local community catchment partnerships, farmers and the local
community.”

WHAT PRIORITIES DOES THE LOCAL COMMUNITY FEEL ARE IMPORTANT?
The local priorities were gathered specifically through the postcards with Defra priorities (see Figure
2) and interviews, and the questions “What does the countryside give you?” and “What would you
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like the countryside to give you in the future, and how do you imagine that could be achieved?”.
However, it is worth pointing out that on the postcards listing priorities, all respondents indicated
‘high priority’ for all priorities listed, and more meaningful answers were gained through the open
questions.
Clare and Charlotte’s reflection and analysis of the process is thematised below in their own words.
Their personal reactions can be found in the Appendix 2 and 3 (photos and poetry) and a sample of
the contributions of the local community can be found in Appendix 4.
The graph below summarises themes that came out in response to questions 1 and 2 which reflect
people’s priorities as to what the countryside gives them. Almost every response (40/47) mentioned
peace/tranquillity or a sense of wellbeing, with the connection to nature and exercise coming in
second and third. Food was referenced mainly with regards to foraging opportunities (blackberries,
sloes) and rarely with regards to farming. Carbon capture and drinking water were mentioned in one
response respectively. This reflects the high need for access to the outdoors and importance of the
countryside for its cultural services, but likely also the lack of knowledge about food production. As
comes out strongly from the artists’ reflections, a common theme across all responses is a deep care
and concern for the countryside and a desire for it to improve or at least be protected from
degradation. Development, loss of biodiversity and climate change are seen as threats to the
countryside as it is or should be.
Underlying this connection to nature and its wellbeing benefits is the need for the community to be
able to access the countryside around them in a way that allows them to receive these public goods.
The spatial aspect of this need is explored in the Access/Exercise section below and points to a focus
on urban fringes, public footpath networks and large, open spaces (possibly without livestock).

What does do countryside give you/do you want
it to give you?
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Figure 6. Coded results from postcards identifying community priorities in numbers of responses.
The following section are Clare and Charlotte’s reflections, with focus on community priorities
below:
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“We found that everyone’s needs and feelings about the countryside are very similar. With our
questions and postcards we found simply that everyone cares about the countryside even if they do
not have insight, knowledge or access to it. Surprisingly food was rarely mentioned by the community
which is perhaps indicative of the disconnection between food production and the countryside.

Peace, tranquillity, calm, freedom, space, connection with nature,
exercise/walking, relaxation, reflection, enjoyment, inspiration, mental
wellbeing, fresh air were used over and again by the majority of people.

1. ACCESS/EXERCISE
We found that everyone’s needs and feelings about the countryside are very similar. People answered
with passion towards the countryside, a sense of relief and awe, of the absolute necessity of being able
to access it freely and be part of it.
During Lockdown increased access to countryside was of concern to some farmers who were most
affected near towns and villages. The increase in dog mess, uncontrolled dogs, leaving gates open,
litter, not keeping to footpaths and increased disturbance of ground nesting birds on the marsh.
Deep questions about transport of all sorts in countryside and getting access to it, abound. Many were
surprised by finding new places so close by they had never walked before.
The need for clearly marked footpaths became apparent and was corroborated by our experiences as
we did our series of walks on local footpaths, we are creating a booklet of these walks.
Places like Abbotts Wood especially and Park Wood were popular for these reasons being spacious
enough to provide an unrestricted sense of freedom and peace so desired by everyone. Smaller country
parks provided by big building projects did not provide the same experience as larger woods and open
countryside. Ponds tended to be neglected and there is a lot of litter.

We met many people who knew the area intimately having lived and spent time in the countryside
while others were only just discovering what was on their doorstep. Especially with so many new
people moving into the area there seems to be a great need for information and education, i.e.
countryside code, map reading and respect, about the unique landscape, history and biodiversity of the
area.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE ACCESS FOR FARMERS AND THE COMMUNITY
We feel conversation and interaction are the best ways to communicate information and feel a team of
countryside rangers would be the best way to educate people in situ. Perhaps people who live in the
area interests and knowledge of the countryside or are willing to learn could be guides
It is felt that sometimes signage visual or multi media would be useful containing reasons for
countryside codes and other interesting countryside information to explain explore and help, especially
at access points.
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Public footpath signage especially around urban areas needs to be clear.
Accessible fields dedicated to dog walkers seem to be essential. Many of these used a few years ago by
locals have now been built on and not replaced. They were set aside as land bank so had not used for
livestock for some time.
It is clear that people want a place to let their dogs run free and also just to be able to walk unrestricted
alone or in groups and families, to picnic and just gather while children run and play, to cycle off road.
Places like Abbotts and Park wood were popular and provide this but as new development is
undertaken enough large-scale open access sites need to be provided.

2. HEALTH AND MENTAL WELLBEING
When asked the first question What does the countryside give you? Words such as: peace, tranquillity,
calm, freedom, space, connection with nature, exercise/walking, relaxation, reflection, enjoyment,
inspiration, mental wellbeing, fresh air were used over and again by the majority of people. We were
surprised that food and water were not mentioned very much.

3. PRESERVATION AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE COUNTRYSIDE PARTICULARLY IN
RELATION TO WILDLIFE
For the second question “What would you like the countryside to give you in the future, and how do
you imagine that could be achieved?” generally all wanted consistency for the countryside to be
preserved as it is, with many wanting improvement. Many felt anxious, sad and helpless about the
decline of biodiversity/wildlife, climate change and were worried and upset about the loss of so much
land locally to new housing, they feel disempowered and sad! All want the countryside to be preserved
as it is now at the very least but also improved and want to see more wildlife and biodiversity.

4. RECIPROCITY
When asked the third question “What can you do for the Countryside?” many felt surprised and that
they hadn’t thought about it like that, took it for granted or didn’t do enough. The idea of reciprocity
was a surprise and gave pause for contemplation.”
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FUTURE WORK PLANNED AS A RESULT OF ENGAGEMENT SO FAR
Exhibition including the postcards, photos, film, text and maps. This would ideally be mobile to be
shown in different locations within the catchment area
Carry on developing film/vox pops for public showing, archive and possible projection on unusual
outside locations
Community/artist walks with different experts
A book of the maps.
Further recommendations:
Organised community walks with naturalists, historians, locals and farmers
More opportunities for conversation and education. Farmers and local community need support
with this to make it work.
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APPENDIX 1 OTHER ARTIST-LED PROJECTS

We looked at the work of nearby Eastbourne Eco Action Network (https://ecoactioneb.co.uk)
whose area adjoins this pilot and covers the Eastbourne Levels which are connected to the
Pevensey Levels. They are a well-established group now working with the local council and
connecting up with many other similarly interested groups to tackle local environmental
issues. Recently they were part of a Crowdcast event:
https://www.crowdcast.io/makingnaturalhistory

https://skyline.wales/
Community Voice method – undertaken by Marine Conservation Society:
https://vimeo.com/150885111
Ecosystem Services Handbook:
https://ecosystemsknowledge.net/handbook
Simon Read Deben Soundings | art, science and the estuary community
Platform Platform - https://platformlondon.org
Fern Smith https://emergence-uk.org
Cape Farewell https://capefarewell.com
‘Littoral’ Ian Hunter and Celia Lana https://merzbarnlangdale.wordpress.com/extra-page-ofinformation/
‘Touchstones’ Dr Flora Gathorne-Hardy & Dr Miche Faber Lewin How to create your own
pilgrimage route
The British Pilgrimage Trust
http://www.touchstones.earth/whowearehttps://ravenellison.com/portfolio/slow-ways/
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/s/socially-engaged-practice
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APPENDIX 2. MAP AND PHOTOS OF WALKS AROUND PILOT AREA
Example maps of walks taken by Clare and Charlotte (the walking routes are publicly accessible) :
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APPENDIX 3. POETRY

Walk from Hailsham
stile mud water- logged
heifers bullocks
hawthorn hedge
wet ditch lowland
on edge of river
jump into mud the river is high
field maple above spreads from multiple trunks over water into water and flows even into water as branches lie
underwater leaves bathe spreads in every direction
river is mud coloured and swollen
silt and curved to fill every dip
goat willow Himalayan balsam
flowers of delicate beauty
but ominous takeover
every part of tree lies submerged
fireweed thistle nettle
cow pat
prick-knee dandelion
overgrowth
heron under oak tree in sun
uplift
white down feather
meander float by
imagined water vole
kingfisher
short grass grazed
sideways willows stretch over the field
water whirled
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Cuckmere fast flow
today after rains
a spiritual geography
rushed heron
mud path
sheep looks straight at me
contact
crow cacophony
across into cow pat mud
teasel choir on prow into river
island turn and bend place
long dusk grass on other side
teasel halos and gold centres
cows move away
startle heifer - take off
stampede noise of hooves
a wondrous tiny thunder
plastic bottle in water
river wandering
butterfly hawk moth
ahead a rise rush sheep
weald way
haymaker mushroom
magic mushrooms?
grazed low grass
nearly ploughed hidden field
weed killed filled
grass grows the colour of early corpse fingers
blasted brown leavings
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cartridge plastic
chalk and flint and run off
open gate to next field
feels the same striated
low burn weed
blackberry eating
sky blue bloom cold
shout wavering on air currents
voices
flints fill old fence post
pull out huge hand sized flint
underneath a plastic winged insect attached to a small bottle
feel I have found one of those
hidden treasure quest games
yes its treasure cache
horse shoes brick bridge
horticulture
geo cache
on road
flytrap or owners
a pile of drawers
quinces to scrump
a very high stile
field mushroom
into cafe school children
misbehaving jumping queue
we are not revealed by wearing masks
white flap on roof- giant bird?
people mending roof
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buzzard sun fresh short grazed filed
sheeped
head towards footpath sign growing out of hedge
poplars avenue opposite privett hedges
enclosure
breeze
owl box
massive oak younger beech
ivy-ed fallen fence posts
small unripened blackberries
pond greened over rowan branch
sunk in rushes
cat nearly black hides behind tree staking
grown over path thrush
cautioned
aspen plantation singing
along the A22 a dirt road past lovely cottages now traffic
cross road find path
magpie hedge starling sphinx demolition brown sheep hens pens
rolls of straw goat
shetland pony
in behind the demolition a small holding
storage crates
turn by brook
corrugated fence
hide behind fence
stables
small herd of rams
tream
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fence barbed wire
scattered sheep
untidy
no one walking
wool deep pond
find a path though a wood
rush over road
from deep country to deep country
knowledge of road is sound and rubbish
wifi tree
pine with surround of wire fence and machinery
all its pine needles intrusions to make or wifi work
take a tree model on it
make strange disguise
hidden in backwoods
off roads untidy place
tractor ivied
house of no done up-ness
tractors trailers fall
stuff all at end of simple track hidden underuses
living on the edge
almost forgotten place
noise surrounds
walk through houses see road ahead
gnome
private property
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APPENDIX 4. SAMPLE ANSWERS FROM DIGITAL AND WRITTEN POSTCARDS

POSTCARD
REPLIES.docx
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